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So completely updated, this edition will include brand new information about the life and election
of the 1996 presidentâ  whoever that might be!â  Take a factual look at each of our chief
executivesâ  their lives, loves, administrations, friends and foes, successes and failures. This
totally comprehensive single-volume sourcebook is arranged in chronological order for easy
reference and features a photographed portrait of each president. 43 photographs, 769 pages.

About the AuthorFounded in 1947, Hal Leonard Corporation has become the worlds largest print
music publisher, representing some of the greatest songwriters and artists of all time. We are
proud to publish titles of interest to all musicians as well as music lovers, from songbooks and
instructional titles to artist biographies and instrument price guides to books about the music
industry and all the performing arts.
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David Connell, “Great book about the Presidents of the United States.. This is a great book
about the presidents of the United States. I believe the original book went up to the 1960's.
Whoever finished the book from the 1960's to present day did a decent job but not as good and
matter of fact as the first part. There seemed to be some subjective comments in the latter part
of the book that we not in the first part. That's why the 4 stars and not 5. I preferred the matter of
fact approach and leave the opinions to the reader to develop.But if you are looking for a book
on the president's expect about 10 solid pages on each one. When it came to the later
presidents a little more, but overall, if you looking for presidential history, this book will suffice.”

Ebook Library Reader, “An excellent overview.. I purchased this volume even though I already
had most of the Easton Presidential volumes in my library. The "Complete" book enables me to
more readily review an important event in a given presidential life or administration than by
searching through the volume(s) specifically dealing with that president. It has a common
organizational plan that facilitates comparisons of administrations and adiministrators and it
allows one to rapidly trace the development of a significant event through multiple
administrations, from beginning to end, in a single volume. This wonderful tool was acquired at
low cost; it was in pristine condition; it was speedily delivered. This was truly a 5-star
transaction!!.”

CCRoxtar, “Well organized, but later editions too rushed. As a child in the 1980s, I got an edition
of this book that was printed during Ronald Reagan's 1st term. It was very well organized, telling
when each President up to that point was born & died, when & whom he married, who his
parents, siblings & children were, who his Vice President & Cabinet officers were, & myriad other
details. In the 30+ years (at this posting) since that edition, Presidents Nixon, Ford & Reagan
have died. This latest edition does give the circumstances surrounding Reagan's death but
barely mentions the death dates of Nixon & Ford. Also, in the chapter for John Quincy Adams,
the "Father" paragraph still gives the outdated stat of the Adamses being the "only" father-&-son
Presidents; someone failed to update that bit after George W. Bush took office. Still, all in all, this
is a good reference book for any Presidential trivia buff from casual to die-hard.”

D. Bird, “Great as a research book. Well written. Much personal background. Policies. Events.
Not much for those interested in movies and novels. Great as a research book. Highly
recommended for the student of history. Have one of my own and bought a copy for my
girlfriend's grandson who just "graduated": from Second Grade in the hopes that he will keep it
and become  educated as w ell as schooled.”

Debi, “Only one suggestion probably too late.. Outstanding book on the Presidents. I have
hundreds. My only disappointment with this book is he presents each President why didn't he



putunder their picture, which started each chapter, the period of his presidency???. You have to
read into the chapter to find the dates of service.RLB”

Steven A Cohen, “Great Reference.. Great book, love the format. It provides a summary of all the
presidencies in a format that can be used to read through or used as a great reference of all the
Presidents in one place. (I have previously read about 60 books on the various Presidents.)”

Alberto Mendez, “A great study on the subject. A great study on the subject. The author devoted
his life to this work, published several times while alive and continued later by other scholars
who keep the tone of  Degregorio.”

TLDR, “Fantastic Quality and Detail. This book is superb as a reference material as it goes into
vast depth on all the presidents in a standardised and easy to follow format. It is very easy to find
the information you are looking for quickly and you can rely on the fact that when you find the
information you want the information will be to a very high standard.”

brian holme, “Five Stars. Everything I wanted”

jipecer, “Was Franklin Delano smarter than Theodore?. Each entry on each president is divided
into short subsections like "name", physical description", "personality", "ancestors", "childhood",
"marriage", "career before election", "administration", etc. Though somewhat repetitious, this
structure has two great merits: it makes this thick volume an easy read; and it makes it a
wonderful tool to "compare" presidents: Was Washington more likable than Obama? Who was
the best communicant: Franklin D. Roosevelt or Theodore?… A must-have, for reference, and for
fun.”

The book by Mitch Albom has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 60 people have provided feedback.
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